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The impact of the pandemic caused havoc in the software

Among our clients, we are seeing the return to a focus on steady-state

outsourcing sector. There was an initial pullback of budgets and

issues. There are post-crisis trends and new norms to be addressed,

resources as companies reeled from disruptions to operations and

including the severe talent gap, digital transformation acceleration and

revenue. Panic caused the executive focus to pivot from strategy and

distributed work cultures. We delve into these trends and more in our

investment to cost and eﬃciency – all while responding to demand for

exploration of this year’s big waves in outsourcing.

new digital operating models to manage the surge in online activity
and remote work.

Global Insider
Perspective
US businesses are
emerging out of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Certainly not unscathed,
but perhaps stronger and
more adaptive. We’re in a
brave new business world,
one with many changed
priorities and different,
lasting results.

Our proprietary analysis of global software outsourcing rates presents
a view of quality options available as alternatives to costly, scarce

During the chaos, software development outsourcing proved its worth.

domestic resources. As the premier global outsourcing authorityR,

Its ﬂexibility helped companies reduce overhead and scale resources

we’re predicting that demand for high-tech skills in Western markets

for the quick cutbacks and eﬃciencies that were required.

will grow in 2021 by a staggering 20% over last year, reﬂecting both the

In the end, the pandemic didn’t derail the need for smart outsourcing
strategies and partners. On the contrary, the past 12 months has

release of pent-up demand and an uptick in innovation initiatives. Our
guide provides expert advice on how to manage against rate increases.

provided an enduring lesson in how software development outsourcing

Ultimately, we hope you’ll gain valuable insight into how software

can be used to effectively respond to sudden business shocks and to

development outsourcing offers a viable solution to the most pressing

then adapt for resiliency and strategic long-term value.

challenges in technology resourcing, skills and cost management.

Solid external relationships helped companies weather last year’s crisis.
Now, the use of partners and emerging value networks will accelerate
global software outsourcing in a new reality where wide acceptance of
distributed work models makes colocation mostly irrelevant.
The outlook is strong: A projected ﬁve-year revenue growth streak in
software application outsourcing is on track, despite 2020’s disruption.

Andy Hilliard

As a further vote of conﬁdence, venture investments in the software

Accelerance CEO

sector rose 39% in 2020, upping the sector total to $23 billion.*
* Pitchbook-National Venture Capital Association
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About the Guide
For more than 20 years, Accelerance has had its ﬁnger on

The outlook and opportunities for software

the pulse of the software development outsourcing

development outsourcing and the highest-

sector. We’ve helped thousands of clients use

impact trends

The detailed information in this guide is
designed to support your software
investment and decision making in 2021 and
beyond.
It’s a go-to source for expert insights into benchmarking,

outsourcing to drive strategic change and navigate
business cycles. We bring that deep experience to this –

Drivers making software developers the

proposals, skills gaps, tech priorities and professional

our new and expanded annual guide.

world’s most in-demand job

development, along with our predictions for software

Our insights are mined from our global network of more
than 250 software development ﬁrms across 40+
countries and 60 industries – a collection of partners that
is unrivaled.

development outsourcing looking ahead. The analysis
Global and regional rates for key engineering
positions in Latin America, Central & Eastern
Europe, and South/Southeast Asia

and commentary draws on our unique position as a
value-added outsourcing advisory service.
We’re not a risky freelance agency providing random oneoff resources, nor are we a one-shop technology talent

Right now, we could all use a big dose of perspective to

The cost-quality trade off and how to make

help us process the tumultuous past 12 months and gain

ﬁrm limited to our internal resources. Our advantage lies

the right, value-based choices

in the combination of our vast global network allied with

a global overview of the changes, challenges and
opportunities created by the pandemic.
So you will ﬁnd this year’s guide is more in-depth than
ever. Along with our proprietary insights, we’ve curated
key trends and the latest data from our knowledgeable
clients, certiﬁed outsourcing partners, and outsourcing
industry thought leaders to provide you with a 360-degree
view into the following ﬁve key areas.

our professional consulting skills, our proprietary partnerTraits of enterprise-grade partners that offer

selection process and our unique software outsourcing

the best chance for outsourcing success

lifecycle.
This guide reﬂects our unmatched assessment skills
developed from personally scrutinizing more than 8,000
software development companies worldwide, leading to
the certiﬁcation of the top 1% as premium enterprisegrade partners.
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2021

Software Outsourcing Trends

Software Outsourcing Opportunities

Global Software
Development Outsourcing
Market Momentum

It’s prime time for software development outsourcing.
Despite the disruption of 2020, software application
development remains the most frequently outsourced
function among IT’s dozen sectors.

Skills Gaps

A growing majority of companies (60%, compared to 56% the year

available on the domestic market.

To keep pace with digital transformation, companies are bolstering inhouse resources with skilled outsourced developers. They’re able to
bring in much-needed specialized expertise at a lower cost than what’s

before) currently outsource at least part of their application development.
With IT organizations picking up the pace, software outsourcing is

Mid-Market

projected to be on a 10-year growth roll through 2025. While the

Mid-size companies are driving software outsourcing demand, with

pandemic upended business, it couldn’t shake software outsourcing’s

average outsourcing rising to 11.8% from 9.1% for these ﬁrms in 2020.

fundamental driving forces:

The main factor behind this increase is the trend to adopt leading-edge
technologies such as SaaS and public cloud.

Cost
Application developers, especially those with the most sought-after
.
skills, tend to be expensive. As IT executives look to reduce costs for

Investment
Application development, frequently IT’s largest line item, will continue

such skilled roles, introducing more competitively priced outsourced

to command a big share of tech budgets as the innovation agenda

teams into the internal resourcing mix saves money.

goes from strength to strength. Many IT organizations will look to
enhance performance of internal teams through selective investment

REVENUE IS PROJECTED AT

$108.7 billion
in 2021
+7.6% YoY

& EXPECTED TO REACH

$133.3 billion
in 2025
+5.2% Compound
Annual Growth Rate

WITH

60%

in outside resources.

Demand
The number of software developers and the speciﬁc skills needed
varies signiﬁcantly as initiatives kick off or scale up. Using
outsourced development groups helps manage ﬂuctuating demand.

of companies outsourcing
some software development
this year
Sources: Statista global software outsourcing data;
and Computer Economics IT Outsourcing Statistics
2020-2021
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What’s Trending in 2021:
The Big Waves

1. The Growing
Tech Talent Threat

Last year certainly wasn’t business as usual. We saw what had
been steady, somewhat predictable, trends in software

2. Acceleration of
Digital Transformation

development outsourcing undergo something akin to whiplash,
with new practices emerging as companies grappled with the
pandemic’s impact on business and organization. Some of those
new developments are here to stay, while some existing processes
have bounced back strongly. As we emerge from the fallout of
COVID-19, the behaviors and adaptations that provided the best

3. The Cost-Innovation
Dichotomy

chance of survival have risen to the top.
The changes wrought by 2020’s unexpectedly severe disruption are

4. The New Reality
of Remote Work

almost too many to count. But with Accelerance’s global network of
hundreds of ﬁrms in 40+ countries, our trusted advisors have a
unique insight into software outsourcing business trends. Here are
our experts’ top picks of the high-impact trends that will shape
software development outsourcing in 2021.

5. Next-Level Partnership
Management
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The Growing Tech Talent Gap
With technology continuing to drive digital change across

Bridging the Gap with Software Outsourcing
Outsourcing addresses the tech talent crunch by:
Software Tech
Talent Gap

all industries, there is no end in sight to the chronic tech
talent shortage. The number of unﬁlled software

Quickly ﬁlling team gaps in critical high-

development jobs in the US is estimated at more than

demand positions such as backend, full

900,000 and expected to reach 1.2 million in the next ﬁve

stack, and frontend engineers

years.*

core development capabilities to leading

their biggest challenge, a process characterized as diﬃcult,

edge, specialized competencies

long and expensive. Due to the supply-demand mismatch,
the average salary across all software roles increased to

Providing scalable, full-cycle staﬃng of

$110,140 last year.* With demand projected to continue

entire projects, nearshore or offshore teams,

rising throughout the decade, ﬁnding affordable talent will

and/or extended internal team capabilities

remain a pain point, as noted in a recent Everest Group
tech talent is a key barrier to achieving business outcomes.

Outsourcing, with the right partner, opens up a world
of resourcing options. An experienced outsourcing

However, there is a workaround. Distributed resourcing,

advisor like Accelerance can help ﬁnd the

such as outsourced development teams, is a solution more

specialized partners to successfully close any

organizations are adopting thanks to the uptake of ﬂexible

technical skills gap.

work practices in response to the pandemic. Tapping deep
global talent pools can allow IT leaders to source software

Supply
Shortage

Enhancing a range of essential skills, from

This year, 61% of US recruiters cited hiring developers as

study, which found 86% of organizations believe the lack of

Rising
Demand

1.2 million

22% growth

predicted
shortage of US
engineers in
2026*

in software jobs
through 2029*

Outsourcing

$110,140
average
developer
salary** with an
increase across
all roles

61%
of recruiters cite
ﬁnding qualiﬁed
developers as
their biggest
challenge in
2021***

* US Bureau of Labor Statistics, April 2021
** 2021 State of Software Engineers HIRED/Vettery
*** CodinGame study 2021

teams in weeks rather than months, at rates that are a
fraction of the onshore cost.
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IT EXECUTIVES’ OUTLOOK ON

Acceleration of Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation in 2021

CONTINUED RISE IN DEMAND
The momentum for digital transformation has never been

All facets of tech staﬃng become more complex as you move

stronger. Even with the pandemic, more than 80% of companies

further along the digital maturity curve. Each stage requires

are moving quickly on development initiatives to make their

ﬂexible, specialist expertise at varying levels.

businesses more innovative, more resilient and more competitive,
reports Gartner’s 2021 CIO Agenda.

It’s mission critical to be able to quickly staff and scale
development teams with qualiﬁed engineers – but most

COVID-19 fast-forwarded digital adoption by several years,

organizations aren’t built to be that nimble. Few if, any, IT

according to a McKinsey global study. Eight out of 10 executives

departments will be able to keep pace with all the latest

say digital transformation is vital for long-term viability. Right now,

technology skills.

the biggest threat they face is the scarcity of necessary innovative
skills. There are real challenges ﬁnding and integrating software
teams for trending initiatives:

83%

expect a further increase in
need for new digital
products or services in
2021*

So it’s no surprise that 64% of IT executives say they need outside

KEY DRIVER OF FUTURE SUCCESS

80%

expertise for digital transformation initiatives. They’re open to

foresee digital
transformation as critical
to their long-term
business viability*

alternative talent sources such as the on-demand outsourcing
network pioneered by Accelerance. Over two decades, we’ve

Cloud computing (through platforms such as Google

honed this proven approach to power rapid release of quality,

GCP, Azure and AWS)

innovative software for our clients, giving access to pre-vetted

NEED FOR EXTERNAL
RESOURCES AND SKILLS

software companies ready to source development teams with the
Robotic process automation (RPA)

right digital skills, at the right time.

Artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) and machine learning

The right outsourcing partner can help your company move fast

64%

say they’ll require enhanced
expertise from external
partners, such as IT
outsourcing ﬁrms**

on ambitious digital transformation initiatives.
IoT (the Internet of Things)
* Source: Gartner 2021 CIO Agenda
** Source: Webtorials survey 2019
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PANDEMIC IMPACT ON

Tech Outsourcing Priorities

The Cost-Innovation Dichotomy
What a difference the pandemic has made to software

Either way, software development outsourcing will continue to be

outsourcing priorities. Just a few short years ago, companies

in strong demand, for both innovation and eﬃciency gains to be

were taking advantage of business as usual to follow their tech

had. In the long run, these beneﬁts will drive greater usage of a

innovation dreams.

broader range of outsourcing applications.

Top outsourcing priorities pre-pandemic
trended towards innovation…

Speed to market

Faster scalability

Enhanced user
experience

Competitive
advantage

“Disruptive outsourcing” was the industry craze – and drawing on
outside software development expertise was a way to stay ahead
of the pack. Specialist developers in cloud computing, robotic
process automation, artiﬁcial intelligence and other solutions
were (and still are) in hot demand.
Those innovation dreams got upended in March 2020, when the
world was forced to come to grips with the implications of

Clients are keen to continue embracing disruptive
technologies. However, the fallout from COVID-19
is signaling a return to basics: shoring up value
and driving down costs, with a renewed focus on

COVID-19. As IT executives grappled with survival issues such as

risk management.

business continuity, security risk, product volume and workforce

-Deloitte Global Outsourcing Survey 2020

…then shifted to pandemic-inﬂuenced
practicality in 2020:

adjustments, many companies parked their innovation programs
and looked to outsourcing as a way of reducing cost and

Cost

Flexibility

Speed to
market

Access to tools
& processes

optimizing productivity.
As the survival imperative eases, organizations are looking to
reignite their innovation plans. They’re balancing the need to
invest in advanced technologies with making continued use of the
operational eﬃciencies outsourcing delivers.

Sources: Deloitte Global Outsourcing
Surveys 2018/2020
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The New Reality of Remote Work

Remote work, in the form of a hybrid
approach at minimum, seems to be here to
stay. Consider its evolution over the

It took the COVID-19 pandemic to force companies to embrace
having a large proportion of their workforce operating away from the
oﬃce. From the initial scramble to set up work-from-home
arrangements, a new normal is emerging: distributed, remote-work
models.
With so many people forced to work virtually since the start of the
pandemic, the practice has been demystiﬁed. Corporate America has
become far more willing to embrace off-site resourcing and
increasingly comfortable managing dispersed teams. This transition
in the working norm sets the stage for greater acceptance of
nearshore or offshore outsourcing. As remote work experts, quality
outsourcing ﬁrms have already mastered the capacity, stability and
compliance requirements.

Remote work is unlikely to become a passing trend due

pandemic cycle:

to the reported beneﬁts, including:
Workers feeling less stressed and more
productive

Proportion of US Workforce
Sometimes Working from Home

Higher eﬃciencies and satisfaction due to
reduced commuting time
Lower staff turnover, reduced oﬃce overhead

BEFORE THE PANDEMIC
31%

and increased access to wider talent pools
The majority of workers and companies are planning to
continue some degree of remote work indeﬁnitely. Hybrid
work models, allowing for a range of remote scenarios,
are expected to prevail. Accelerance’s partner ﬁrms

DURING THE PANDEMIC (OCTOBER &
NOVEMBER 2020
51%

foresee a bigger role for software outsourcing, given the

Everybody’s telling us that…we’re going to increase our
use of external talent or non-employee labor. Once
you’ve made the decision to integrate someone
remotely, whether or not they’re a traditional employee,

greater comfort with managing dispersed teams.
AFTER THE PANDEMIC (ASPIRATIONAL)
81%

it’s not a big leap to then say, ‘Oh, we can hire a
contractor to do that work.

Source: 2020 BCG/The Network survey

- Steve King, partner at Emergent Research
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Next-Level Partnership
Management

“Value networks” and “co-sourcing” are buzzwords to describe the closer collaboration emerging between
companies and outsourcing partners. More complex software development initiatives with higher stakes
are requiring tighter controls throughout the outsourcing process. Here are four key areas:

Thorough due diligence

Careful partner selection

Meticulous contracting

Proactive governance

97% of software outsourcing companies
aren’t qualiﬁed to deliver the quality and
outcomes that companies need.*

Performance or ﬁt issues have caused more
than 50% of companies to end outsourcing
partnerships**

More than 60% of companies are likely to
review and renegotiate contract terms with
service providers in 2021.***

Four of the top ﬁve lessons from
outsourcing experiences are related to
upgrading structure and control.****

A focus on tighter risk management is

The need for more rigorous partner

The need for more controlled, agile

The explosion in outsourcing for new

driving the need to spend more time and

selection is at odds with speed-to-market

outsourcing relationships is changing the

technology competencies demands

precision in partner qualiﬁcation. One

pressure. Outsourcing advisory ﬁrms can

nature of outsourcing contracts. Companies

improved governance and project control.

solution is to make use of a value network

help by quickly providing a list of potential

are sharing more risk with outsourcing

From our 20+ years of experience onboarding

of pre-vetted partners – a model pioneered

partners with the right expertise and ﬁt,

partners, looking for greater ﬂexibility in

and managing outsourcing teams, we

by Accelerance through its global network

enabling the best chance of a timely and

terms, and moving toward an outcomes

foresee a need for more systematized

of several hundred software ﬁrms certiﬁed

successful partnership.

focus. Plan to conduct more frequent

structures for overseeing roles,

after months of assessment, based on

benchmarking and updating of SLAs. Ideally

communication, risk management, issues

500+ criteria and on-site visits.

at least once a year.

resolution and performance measurement.

*Accelerance Insights, **Deloitte Outsourcing Amid Complexity study, ***BCG analysis 2021, ****Deloitte Global Outsourcing Survey 2018/2020
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Outsourcing for

Future Competencies

Outsourcing will be a key strategy to develop six
critical factors for future-proof business models:

Future Prooﬁng:
Embedding Resilience

Proactive indicator
Develop early warning signals to detect potential threats
and prepare for plausible downside scenarios

The COVID-19 pandemic forced businesses worldwide to
fundamentally change the way they operate, exposing any
vulnerabilities. While some organizations adapted quickly,
those lacking the nimbleness and resilience to meet the

Resilience is a strategic concern that

challenges head on did not. Now, a year later, the business

came into the spotlight like never

sector has largely shifted from survival mode to gearing up

before in 2020,” says Accelerance

for future success. In 2021, companies are ramping up

CEO Andy HIlliard. “Within almost

technology initiatives to make them even more eﬃcient,

every business model, the mantra

more ﬂexible and more competitive.

will be to optimize distributed

Companies that outsourced part of their software
development to global partners were among those that
best absorbed the economic shock. Their business models
had already adopted a remote, dispersed work
environment, with teams managed across multiple

collaboration to achieve business

Adaptability
Be ready to rapidly adjust to new circumstances by
experimenting, identifying appropriate responses and
amplifying them throughout the organization

Modularity
Separate components of the business so a failure in one part
does not cascade to the whole

goals while driving down costs,
ensuring business continuity,
creating redundancy and increasing
ﬂexibility and agility.

Diversity
Ensure a variety of capabilities that respond differently or are
distributed to minimize risk when a crisis occurs

locations.
Now, businesses are realizing the value of a geographically
diverse workforce where there is no single point of failure

Redundancy
Build buffers for critical supplies or capacities to limit the
potential impact of a shock

should a disruptive event occur. Having some teams
located nearshore or offshore can build resiliency and
business continuity. The path forward will be inﬂuenced by
such lessons learned during the crisis.

Integration
Align business goals with those of partners and
communities, which makes external cooperation and
support more likely during a crisis
14

Future Planning:
Proactive Risk Management
For more than a decade, we’ve seen
companies struggle to outsource
software development successfully –
often not because of issues with the
global partner but due to internal factors
that put the project in jeopardy.
We’ve identiﬁed a number of recurring themes or “red

The 15 Risk Indicators in Software Development Outsourcing
BUSI NE SS

M AN AGE M E NT

TE CH NO LO GY

1 Undeﬁned Metrics

6 Unrealistic Expectations

11 Inadequate Skills

Do key internal players know what will

Are expectations for the outsourced software

Do outsourced partner team members have

produce a positive ROI from the software

engagement understood and agreed to by all

the right technical experience? Are they

you’re developing? Are business metrics and

team members at both companies?

adequately trained? How do you know?

7 Unfocused Leadership

12 Undeﬁned Operations

2 Inconsistent Priorities

Are the right internal people assigned to your

Do both parties understand who will

Does everyone on your internal team know

engagement? Are they able to lead the

handle hosting? Is the software

the most important aspects of your software

outsourced software team to success?

optimized for the intended platform?

8 Unclear Milestones

13 Ineffective Design

How will progress on the outsourced

Is there a good ﬁt between the business

goals clearly deﬁned for your internal team?

development roadmap?

ﬂags”. By heeding these warnings and taking early

3 Few Executive Champions

steps to resolve problems, you will lay the foundation

Do your senior executives spend suﬃcient

engagement be deﬁned, measured and

time on the project? Have they abdicated

understood by both parties?

for a safe, successful outsourcing engagement,
avoiding problematic relationships and poor results.

responsibility for success to the outsourced
partner?

9 Lack of Team Interactions

The 15 risk areas we’ve identiﬁed fall under three

4 Lack of Team Engagement

What procedures are in place to ensure hand

important dimensions of software leadership:

Do your internal team members care about

business, management and technology.
While outsourcing can be risky under the wrong
conditions, the success or failure of your software
outsourcing is both predictable and manageable.
Accelerance can help you assess any potential
pitfalls as part of our partner selection and team

the success of the outsourced engagement?
Are they demonstrating active involvement
with the outsourced partner?

5 No Partnership Contract
Does your outsourcing contract
position each company as participants in a
transaction or as partners in software
development?

offs between team members don’t break
down? Have time zone differences and
cultural communication differences been
addressed? Are meetings producing
actionable items?

10 Weak Processes
Are the roadmap and software
methodologies laid out and understood? Is

problem and the design of the software
solution? Will users be successful using the
software to solve or mitigate the problem?

14 No Quality Assurance
Are QA procedures in place and understood
by both parties? Are they robust enough?
Are the standards for the software clearly
understood?

15 Technical Debt
Is there a threshold for an acceptable level of
technical debt? Is there a process in place to
pay it off?

the lifecycle established and accepted by
both companies?

integration services.
Source: Accelerance Analysis 2021
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Future Bet: The Outsourcing Pay-Off

Matt Cesarz
Vice President,
Software Engineering

In 2017, Matt Cesarz found that his need for speed to grow his
software engineering team was beyond in-house recruiting. As vice
president of software engineering for Plano-based Optimal Blue, he
made the call to try outsourcing to add a dozen full-stack developers

“Accelerance was very quickly able to present a

for his Microsoft platform team.

large number of very good candidates. We built up

“Finding that number of people in our tight turnaround time was

were able to ramp up fast at a fairly decent cost.”

daunting,” Cesarz says. “We weren’t in a position to scale fast. Looking
offshore for the kind of staﬃng growth that I needed was one of my

a staff augmentation model by going that route. We
- Matt Cesarz

Mortgage Industry Marketing and
Data Solutions.

objectives.”
With Accelerance’s help, he increased his team by 20% using a qualiﬁed

With more than 20 years of experience in
software engineering, Matt Cesarz made
the strategic decision to open Optimal
Blue’s platform to third-party software
outsourcing partners, with Accelerance
as a trusted advisor.

Cesarz extols the beneﬁts of nearshoring:

nearshore ﬁrm within two months. That decision has paid off big. His
established remote-sourcing model shielded Optimal Blue’s software
team from two major business challenges in 2020: The pandemic and
the tech talent crisis.
“It did prove highly beneﬁcial that we had implemented remote working

Ready pool of skilled, affordable talent
Time zone alignment with US operations
Solid cultural ﬁt and business perspective

before the pandemic,” Cesarz says. “We had learned to work with staff
at multiple locations. We weathered it well as we already had the right
tools and processes in place.”

Strong English and communications skills
Fast integration into onshore operations

Cesarz credits Accelerance with connecting him to a long-term source
of scalable, cost-effective resources to manage against the tech talent

He appreciates the ﬂexibility of the nearshoring approach: He can

shortage for Optimal Blue, the leading provider of secondary marketing

incorporate resources as staff augmentation into existing teams or

solutions and data services for the mortgage industry.

create entire standalone teams for speciﬁc projects.

With the new norm of remote work,
outsourced teams are becoming just
another location in the corporate
organization.

“Our industry continues to
boom, and we do have to be
open minded about different
talent centers throughout the
world,” he says. “If you’re
looking to grow and you don’t
want to break the bank,
outsourcing is a particularly
viable alternative.”
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The World’s Most In-Demand Position:

Software Developer

The World’s Most In-Demand Position
Post-pandemic hiring of software engineers has increased
dramatically, making it the most sought-after position of
any in the job market.
This is starkly illustrated in a recent LinkedIn analysis of more than 700
million monthly member updates to job titles. “Technology roles have proven
to be pandemic-proof as companies accelerate digital transformation and
evolve their business models to respond to COVID-19. We’ve seen growing

Software engineer hiring as a percentage of total market
3 months to February 2020 vs 3 months to February 2021
CO UNTRY

0

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

India

10%

2020

Philippines

2020

+66%

11%

+15%

12%

2021

2021

demand for software engineering specialists… across a range of industries,”
says Janine Chamberlin, a senior director at LinkedIn.
In India, for example, software engineer new hires before the pandemic (the
three months before February 2020) made up 10% of all job hires, compared

Brazil

2020 +80%

Costa Rica

2021

2020

+50%

2021

to 11% for the same period this year. That may not sound like a lot, but it’s a
15% increase in an already mature IT market. The rate of growth in software

Source: LinkedIn Analysis May 2021

developer hiring was much higher in countries with booming IT sectors,
such as the Philippines (66%), Brazil (80%) and Costa Rica (50%).

This demand for software development talent is being driven by an explosion

Salaries also have been pandemic proof, increasing in 2020 across all

in new smartphone applications, digital innovation in tech-driven industries,

software engineering roles. For technology leaders, the biggest impact is in

the increasing number of products with built-in computer systems, and

application development roles, which form the largest component of most

expanding investment in security software.

IT staffs and command some of the highest IT wages.
In December 2020, software developer and application developer roles
accounted for the largest share of new tech job postings, at 62,900 that
month, according to industry association CompTIA.
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Developer Drought Index:
US Software Developer Shortages by County

Hot Spots for the
US Software Developer Shortage
10

Which parts of the US are suffering most from a lack of
software developers? This new index highlights counties and

2

states with the biggest gap between demand and supply. The
most acute shortages are concentrated in the Midwest, while

8

5

6

1

premier technology hubs such as Silicon Valley have a higher
supply of local talent attracted by the concentration of high-

9

tech employers.
The trend illustrated here reveals opportunities for companies
to utilize outsourced development teams to beat the
pervasive developer drought across the US. In 2021, look for

4

partner ﬁrms to help you explore decentralizing software

7

operations away from established and more expensive tech
hubs – by using virtual, remote teams to build what may
become new tech centers in more cost-effective areas.

3

Eight out of 10 US locations with the highest developer
shortage are in states in the middle of the country.
Source: Mendix Software Developer Drought Index 2020
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Backend
Full Stack

Demand Dynamics for
Software Development Roles

Frontend

Top Tier
50%+ Request Rate
Mid Tier
30% Request Rate

Data

Not all software positions are created equal when it
comes to demand. Three core application development
roles - backend, full stack and frontend - are most highly

Engineering Roles by
Demand 2020

sought after by employers, based on the percentage of
all engineering interview requests in 2020.
While backend and frontend talent are in high demand,
companies favor those who are proﬁcient in both skills:

Mobile
Machine Learning
Search

The percentage request rate refers to
the number of times a skill was
speciﬁed in job postings, which may
have listed several skills.

Security
NLP
Computer Vision

38% of recruiters for all sizes of companies rank full-

Low Tier
1-10% Request Rate
(Highly Specialized)

Gaming

stack developers as the top role to ﬁll, according to
HackerRank’s 2020 Developer Skills report.

Embedded

In more specialized roles, demand is still going strong,

AR/VR

with positive growth for mobile and embedded

Blockchain

engineers and engineering managers.

Engineering Manager

Software roles are proving disaster-proof, due to the vital
part they play in accelerating and evolving digital
business models.

Source: 2021 State of Software Engineers, HIRED/Vettery
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Top 10 In-demand
Programming Language Skills in 2021

The Most Popular
Software Development Skills

1

Javascript

62%

2

Java

59%

3

The shortage of skilled software developers is driving
popularity of languages that are quick to get up to
speed and able to be used rapidly. That’s why
JavaScript, Java and Python – which have solid crossplatform, general application – are the most in-

Python

48%

Dynamics inﬂuencing skills rankings
JavaScript and Java, staples for web development,
have a broad installed user base.
Python, well suited for machine-learning and data

4

C#

40%

5

PHP

32%

6

C++

27%

source, general-use scripting languages.

7

Typescript

24%

For apps and gaming development, C++ and C#

science, is riding the AI wave.
PHP, TypeScript and C are in-demand as open-

demand programming skills.
Developers who are proﬁcient in the “Top 10”
languages command a premium and are in prime

are popular though are more diﬃcult to master.
8

C

15%

demand. Outsourcing offers ready sources of costeffective talent with these programming skills to
enhance your team.

9

Kotlin

10 Swift

15%

Skills in more modern languages like Kotlin and
Apple-based Swift have been rising in the ranks.

14%

Source: 2021 CodinGame annual survey of HR professionals and developers
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Software Outsourcing

Cost Considerations

Key Software Outsourcing Cost Factors

Five critical factors
inﬂuence global outsourcing
rates and the corresponding
level of value:

Location
Certain regions develop a reputation for speciﬁc
expertise, generating demand and driving up prices. In
addition, nearshore regions with close workday overlaps
will elevate rates (for example, Latin American partners
working with US clients). Rates also trend a little higher
in countries located near a ﬁrst-world economy.

In-Demand Skills

English Proﬁciency

With hot tech skills in short supply, expect to pay a

Language diﬃculties increase the likelihood of error

premium for cutting-edge or highly specialized skills.

and confusion, resulting in project slowdowns, poorer

No matter where the location – whether in Boston,

outcomes and potentially the need for rework,

Buenos Aires or Belgrade – skills such as architecture,

incurring additional expense. Look for a good

DevOps, AI and data science will command higher

distribution of ﬂuent English speakers, from

rates than “core” development skills.

management down to developer level.

Experience

Length of Engagement

The more seniority that a developer has, the more

Outsourcing ﬁrms take into account project timing

expensive they are likely to be. However, this comes

when setting rates, with better pricing extended to

with all the beneﬁts of hiring seasoned professionals.

longer projects compared to short-term ones. If you’re

Rates will be variable even within a speciﬁc region

planning to run your engagement for several years,

based on experience and skill.

disclose that upfront for potential rate concessions.
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The Outsourcing Misconception

Perceptions of
outsourcing value
often default to a
one-dimensional,
cost-saving play…

…but it’s more
complex than that,
with cost-quality
trade offs to
consider
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Quality Versus Cost: Getting Perspective
What tough calls are you willing to make when selecting
an outsourcing partner? A focus on cost at the expense of
quality comes with increased risks and the added stress
of partnering with a less skilled, less stable or less
eﬃcient software partner.

It’s important to understand quality-cost trade offs. You’ll need to be willing

Software development that costs $100 per hour in the US can be

Undercutting the market rate by $10 per hour might win you short term

outsourced in most locations for just $55 per hour at an equivalent

kudos from the CFO, but it often results in sacriﬁcing the level of core

standard of quality. For companies on tighter budgets, there are even lower

competency and experience you need to ensure timely delivery.

cost options, but some compromises will inevitably need to be made.

to pay the necessary rate for teams of the caliber you expect – or to accept
what may be signiﬁcant compromises in exchange for cost savings.
As rates decline, quality can drop off exponentially. Too often we’ve seen
this dynamic play out to the detriment of our client companies.

That’s not to say it’s impossible to ﬁnd a quality team for a lower rate – but

Through our proprietary insight into cost versus quality trade offs,

you need to know where and how to look. And you need to “earn” a lower

Accelerance has identiﬁed a “sweet spot” – a prime range of rates from

rate in ways that don’t force the partner to overtly or covertly cut corners

$35 to $75 per hour. At this level, your can have conﬁdence that your

that will negatively impact you. For example, committing to more or longer

outsourcing partner will deliver cost-effective, high-performance solutions.

business terms will earn you the right to lower rates without sacriﬁcing

The chart on the next page lists the key criteria Accelerance looks for in
certiﬁed partners, set against a spectrum of software engineer hourly rates
– comparing attributes of development ﬁrms from $15 per hour to $75 per

quality. That’s where the following chart comes in. It outlines the
differences you can expect between a partner in the “sweet spot” and a
partner in the lower-cost range.

hour for outsourcing ﬁrms, and from $75 to $225 for domestic ﬁrms. This
illustrates the difference in expectations between the “sweet spot” rate
range of $35 -$75 per hour and the bargain-basement rate range of $15$35 per hour, a level that puts the quality of your coding and project at risk.
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Quality Versus Cost: Trade Off Considerations
Companies looking to cut outsourcing costs by negotiating a lower hourly rate will have to make

Such poor communication typically produces a shoddy or unreliable outcome. It also risks

some tough calls on the trade offs they are prepared to make. What you think is shrewd

damaging the company’s reputation and incurring additional costs if deadlines are missed or

negotiation with a qualiﬁed partner may simply end up forcing that partner to cut corners to

substandard work needs to be redone.

achieve its proﬁt margin – eliminating the exact quality beneﬁts you were aiming to achieve.

If an outsourcing relationship breaks down completely, switching partners will mean months of

Compromising on quality comes with increased risks and the added stress of partnering with a

lost time spent bringing a new team up to speed. Intellectual property and knowledge that has

less skilled, less stable or less eﬃcient workforce.

been paid for can be lost or misinterpreted in the transfer process.

Many offshoring projects have failed due to cutting corners in this way. Offshore teams that are

Companies seeking to cut rates need to ask themselves what they are willing to give up in return,

willing to accept a low market price are likely to produce work of lower technical quality, have

says Accelerance CEO Andy Hilliard. “Less English competency? Less expertise? Less seniority

limited understanding of the US business environment and client expectations, and speak little

in development? Less QA? No one ever gets something without giving in return. If the primary

English.

goal of your offshore strategy is either cash conservation or price reduction, go for that model,
but within that sub-continuum pay the absolute most you can.”

Global Rates
$15

$15 - $35/hr

$35

Domestic FTE
$35 - $75/hr

$75 - $125/hr

$75

Domestic Outsourced
$125

$125 - $275

Offshore Body Shops

Enterprise-grade Offshore Partners

In-house Staff

Professional Contractors & Agencies

Low cost

Cost savings

Highest rates

Lowest-caliber talent

High quality talent comparable to domestic
outsourced ﬁrms

Higher rates (with employee beneﬁts and
other costs)

Low maturity environment
High outcome failure rate

Danger Zone

Average talent quality

Professional services level maturity

Less mature development environment

Lower risk

Mediocre outcomes

$275

Superior talent staﬃng and management
Professional services level maturity
Highest success outcomes

The Sweet Spot

Source: Accelerance Analysis 2021
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Quality Versus Cost: Where is Your Sweet Spot?
Hourly Rate of Software Engineers
Partner Evaluation Criteria

$15-$35 Per Hour Body Shops

$35-$75 Per Hour Enterprise-grade Partners

English Proﬁciency and Fluency

Usually adequate in sales cycle: Project team often does not speak or write ﬂuent
English with frequent comprehension and communication issues.

A+ English: Team is able to converse and communicate with conﬁdence with
all offshore team members - innovation and collaboration are much better

Experience Working with US, European,
or Australian Clients

Some exposure to small clients, often only one project

95% of work is for US, European or Australian clients

Cultural Competency and Understanding

Principals and staff have no overseas work history or cultural immersion

A+ US/Western cultural understanding

Certiﬁcations

Lacking track record and enterprise-grade attributes to gain certiﬁcations

Leading quality, industry and partner ecosystem certiﬁcations

Time Zone Overlap

Possible by arrangement

8-hour, full-day overlap

Experienced Resources

Sold as Intermediate and senior level but staffed as intermediate and junior level:
No senior-level resources available because they move to higher paying employers.

Appropriately graded developers assigned to work that is enriching based on
their skill levels

Account Management Attention

Low - no overhead to cover account management

Active account management processes gauging quality of deliverables and
exploring potential for improvement

Outcome-Focused Team

Follows instruction only - little collaboration, innovation or care for the
business outcome

Engages resources who understand and assist clients with mapping technology
needs to business outcomes

Talent Recruiting

Invests little to no effort in hiring more costly top-quartile resources

Recruits resources who are top of class, high employment testing scores,
challenging work experience and exceptional references

Retention

Little investment towards reducing turnover, treating resources as
commodities easily replaced

Invests in the culture, the programs and the infrastructure that attracts and
retains the best talent, promotes a challenging and fulﬁlling work environment

Source: Accelerance Analysis 2021
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The Big Picture: Total Cost of Engagement Considerations
Along with outsourcing rates, the total cost of engagement will also need to be

However, it’s important to be mindful of other expenses. You will have some

factored into the budgeting process. When hiring your own developers in-

additional costs to bear for communication, travel and management oversight

house, for instance, the total cost of engagement includes a base hourly rate,

of your new offshore partner. An offshore developer in a remote part of

plus taxes, healthcare, retirement plans, vacation, etc. When you outsource,

Southeast Asia might quote you an amazing rate, but management and travel

many of those in-house costs disappear.

costs will need to be taken into account. Most outsourcing experts suggest the
total cost of engagement can be as much as 20% on top of the base rate.

In-House versus Outsourcing Total Cost Comparison (Illustrative)
US Developer Costs (FTEs, Contractors)
Salary

Beneﬁts, taxes, overhead

Oﬃce space, administration, networking

Total Cost of Engagement - US FTEs

Offshore Developer Costs
$75-125/hr

$18-30/hr

$12/hr

$105-167/hr

Hiring, beneﬁts, taxes, overhead

$35-75/hr

Communication, travel

$1/hr

Management, oversight

$5/hr

Total Cost of Engagement

$41-81/hr

Source: Accelerance Analysis 2021
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Tech Talent Demand Pressure on Cost

OUTSOURCING AS A SOLUTION:

Our Insights
Tech talent hire rates are on an upward trend,
according to LinkedIn data. But is there a
corresponding, massive increase in the number
of software engineers available? The answer is a
resounding “No!”
Combine that talent shortage with rising demand for skilled

We’ve personally observed the shifting forces impacting rates
across our global network. Here’s our take on the key trends:

The forced adoption of remote work has fuelled a
strong rise in the number of software engineers
being hired across provinces, states and countries.

resources and you have a perfect sellers’ market for labor.
Qualiﬁed software engineering candidates are getting multiple

Software engineers in lower-cost regions and cities

offers – and at substantial salary increases.

have begun to move to big city ﬁrms for substantial

Skilled technical workers have the upper hand in 2021, and the
impact of this will deﬁnitely be felt. Don’t be surprised if rates
increase at your next outsourcing contract renewal. That
outlook is validated by a Mexican development ﬁrm from our
certiﬁed worldwide outsourcing partner network: “Heavy
competition for software development talent has caused our
pricing to increase from Q4 2020. We expect additional
increases throughout 2021 as talent is in high demand.”

So, what are technology leaders to do in the face of
rising rates? Our best advice, based on the successful
experiences our clients have had, is this:

increases in pay.
Companies with the best cultures and human capital
management processes have much higher retention

Using a staﬃng company or online
marketplace puts you at the mercy of the open
market, which is currently very hot. You can
protect yourself somewhat from these market
forces by partnering with a software
outsourcing ﬁrm with strong staff retention.

Look to well-established software
development outsourcing ﬁrms with low staff
turnover as a better option than hiring
expensive development resources in the
current environment.

rates. This means they’re more able to preserve their
rate cards compared to a staff augmentation or
hiring agency that’s at the mercy of candidate salary
demands in the current high-demand market.

Hire fast – in-demand candidates have
options. If you impose lengthy recruitment
processes, you’ll miss out on talent snapped
up by companies with a quicker procedure.
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Global Analysis of

Software Development
Outsourcing Rates

Accelerance’s Proprietary Rates Analysis
Using a detailed set of criteria,
Accelerance has researched more than
8,000 software development companies
to identify the top 1% worldwide to create
a premium pool of certiﬁed outsourcing
partners. The global software outsourcing
rates for 2021 outlined in this report
represent benchmarks gathered from our
unique, worldwide insight into hundreds
of ﬁrms that meet the highest standards.

HOW TO READ

Accelerance’s Global Rates Table

Our analysis covers rates for nearshore and offshore

$54

$47

$64

$70

$82

partner locations:
25th percentile

Median

Upper Quartile

Nearshore

Hourly software engineering rates are shown in US dollars

Nearshore partners are deﬁned as those

and presented as a range, broken down into four quartiles:

in a similar time zone (for a US company,
for example, that includes Canada and
South America). Nearshoring, which can

$54

The 25th percentile represents the
lowest 25% of rates for the role.

be more costly than offshoring, offers
The median rate sits at the upper level of

beneﬁts of working across standard

Software development outsourcing rates vary

business hours and minimizing travel

considerably by region, skill level, experience, the

time for on-site meetings.

$64

the 50th percentile and the bottom of the
75th percentile.

speciﬁc technology stack involved and the length of
commitment required. The rates presented here are

$82

based on a six to eight-person team working full time

Offshore

for 12 months or more.

Offshore teams, based in Asia, Europe or

Rates in the following charts have been assessed on
the basis of building a blended team, not augmenting
staff by engaging individual contractors. While this
may involve more upfront costs, it usually works out
at a lower overall rate per resource. It’s also an

Latin America, generally offer the greatest
cost savings, but may come with their
own set of challenges, such as cultural
differences and the need to navigate a
greater discrepancy in time zones.

The upper quartile represents the top
25% of rates

These tables are based on data captured by the Accelerance
research team from several hundred enterprise-grade
software development ﬁrms in key outsourcing regions
across the world. All of the companies surveyed deliver more
than 50% of their work into the US, Europe or Australia. Data

approach that lays the foundation for a partnership

was not gathered from IT staﬃng companies, where rates

that has a much greater chance of success.

may be slightly lower .
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2021 Worldwide Rates Comparison

2021 Global Outsourcing Rates

Working with nearshore or offshore software development
ﬁrms can typically save a company from 40% to 70% of
overall costs.
Wherever the location – onshore, nearshore or offshore – development rates
rose last year. Macro drivers were high demand for developers and greater use
of outsourcing after the pandemic forced remote work and eﬃciency to be
prioritized on the corporate agenda.
Rates trends: Based on our global network insights, rates increased by
between 8% and 12% in 2020, varying by region. Expect further increases in
2021, although some ﬁrms may decrease margins to avoid rate hikes.
Record year: After the pandemic hit, more ﬁrms turned to outsourcing for a
number of reasons, such as to control costs, to add more distributed
resources, and to keep up with the competition. There was unprecedented
interest in outsourcing as a result.
Regional dynamics: Patterns by geography held steady: Asian regions were
still the least expensive, while Central and Eastern Europe continued to be a
hotbed of growth. Nearshoring remained a desirable solution with its work-day
timing and best-ﬁt advantages.
Even with rising rates, software development outsourcing remains more cost-

Regions are deﬁned as:
- Latin America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa
Rica, El Salvador, Mexico, Peru, Puerto Rico, Uruguay
- Central Europe: Hungary, Poland

- The Balkans: Bosnia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia
- South Asia: Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka
- Southeast Asia: Philippines, Vietnam

- Far Eastern Europe: Armenia, Belarus, Ukraine

effective than recruiting domestic resources. It’s becoming a competitive
imperative as more tech leaders adopt outsourcing and those who already

Source: Accelerance Analysis 2021

have it in their staﬃng mix turn up the volume.
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I NSI GHTS

Latin America is trending as a nearshore outsourcing destination
due to ease of coordination and collaboration across time zones.
The region is an attractive option for US-based companies
because of the close workday overlap, strong cultural ﬁt and high
English proﬁciency. Nearshore countries are also easier to travel
to, for in-person interaction.
Rates Trends for 2021
Hourly rates in Latin America are increasing due to high demand
for resources. Our outsourcing partners report several factors
inﬂuencing this:
Fierce competition from US and Chinese ﬁrms hiring
local talent directly for captive centers and paying abovemarket wages.
Partners paying higher wages and adjusting their bonus
structures to pay out quarterly, instead of yearly, in order
to retain talent.
Expansion of partners’ recruiting footprint to other cities
and countries in the region in response to high demand
and to try to keep costs ﬂat.
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I NSI GHTS

Outsourcing to Eastern Europe accesses a deep talent pool and
higher-end, innovation-oriented developers. Clients are often
surprised at how fast they can establish a partnership and bring a
new team up to speed.This region is loosely grouped into four areas:
Far Eastern Europe
Central Europe
The Balkans
The Baltics
Central and Eastern European countries have a solid software
outsourcing pedigree and are increasingly aligned with the West.
Specialist universities are founded on a strong tradition in STEM
disciplines. Within the tech sector, English proﬁciency is high and
the style of communication is refreshingly direct.
Rates Trends for 2021
There have been slight increases in rates in 2021 due to growing
demand for software development. With factors like remote work
and high skills demand. many partners are expanding recruitment
efforts into additional cities and countries. This move should help
balance out demand, ﬂattening the rates for clients if they are able
to recruit in lower cost locations.
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I NSI GHTS

South Asia is the most densely populated region in the world with an
ever-evolving tech sector. Increased usage of English in business
dealings and an impressive educational emphasis focused on
advances in IT and science education make it a prime outsourcing
destination.
The depth of talent and competitive software engineering rates in
South Asia create opportunities for Western companies looking for
an offshore development team.
Rates Trends for 2021
Demand is still climbing for high-quality engineers in Asia, but pricing
does not appear to be increasing as much as other regions, due to the
vast resource pool of talent in India, Bangladesh and Pakistan.
Most ﬁrms are trying to avoid pricing increases, but their margins are
slowly decreasing from absorbing rising developer costs. Expect rates
to remain ﬂat this year but with a potential uptick in 2022.
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I NSI GHTS

Southeast Asia has experienced high economic growth, with a rapidly
expanding technology sector and a rise in both startups and
entrepreneurial initiatives. A survey by Boston-based management
consultancy Bain & Co. found more than 60% of Southeast Asian
investors saw technology as their main priority, with a primary focus
on ﬁntech.
The Philippines and Vietnam continue to lead the way as software
outsourcing destinations, powered by consolidated talent pools
geared to meet Western business expectations.
Rates Trends for 2021
There was a signiﬁcant surplus of resources in the region during
the last half of 2020 as many software development companies
scaled back.
However, pricing is starting to rise slightly across the Philippines
as the outsourcing industry picks up again. Vietnam is also
experiencing higher demand, due to improved English capabilities
among local companies and their desire to work with North
American clients. Vast pricing differences will occur from
company to company based on several factors. For example,
teams with greater English proﬁciency and time alignment
capabilities will command higher rates.
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I NSI GHTS

When you consider rates in the US versus offshore
regions, the higher cost tiers that companies face
for any domestic position is clear.
In the US, the difference in rate ranges between job
types is more pronounced than in other parts of
the world. Higher rates correlate with higher
technical complexity and requirements:
Strategic and frontend roles related to
architecture, management, analysis and
design skew toward higher rate ranges.
Backend development related positions
require greater knowledge of advanced
programming languages.
In quality assurance testing roles, there is
a pronounced drop off in rate ranges,
since those roles do not require complex
or specialized programming skills. For QA
consulting and automation strategy,
however, rates are in the higher ranges
comparable to architects and lead
developers.
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Finding the Right

Outsourcing Partner

Enterprise-grade Partners:
Your Best Bet

CR ITE R I A I NCLUD E
Size of company (including ability to complete projects
effectively and forced on schedule)

Longevity (well-established companies that have been
operating for at least ﬁve years)

Technical competencies

English skills

Multiple technical certiﬁcations

Time-zone ﬂexibility

Industry/vertical experience

Cultural ﬁt

Project structure

Pricing structure

Viability of the region (solid infrastructure, political/
social stability and relationship with the US)

Insurance (professional indemnity and public liability
insurances at a level adequate for Western customers)

Human Resources processes (such as recruiting,
vetting, and retention of talent)

Business continuity plans (ability to handle economic
ﬂuctuations or an unexpected crisis)

Connections to the US or Western countries (key
employees or management who have worked or been
educated in the US or other Western countries.)

Compliance with legislation related to the Oﬃce of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), anti-corruption and
money-laundering, human traﬃcking and other legal
requirements for onshore operations

Software outsourcing, done right, requires hiring highly
professional development companies. We call these “enterprisegrade” partners, certiﬁed global software development ﬁrms that
can easily integrate into an existing team with minimum disruption
while providing the highest level of technical performance.
These partners command a premium because of the consistently high level
of work they deliver. They provide software development better, faster, and
more expertly than you could do on your own.
Our checklist shares the business and technical criteria we use to identify
top-quality partners. It provides a guide to conducting meaningful
assessments that align businesses with the most proﬁcient and compatible
outsourcing partners.
Modern software outsourcing is a collaborative endeavor between you and
your outsourced team. Instead of settling for a group of low-performing,
order-taking developers, do the due diligence to ﬁnd an enterprise-grade
partner with proactive problem-solvers who will deliver results beyond
expectations.
Accelerance can take off the pressure by ﬁnding a high-performance

Prior experience working with Western partners

software outsourcing partner that’s the best ﬁt for your next engagement.
Source: Accelerance Insights 2021
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A World of Enterprise-grade Partner Choices
Locations of Accelerance Enterprise-grade Partners

Software development outsourcing can be a dream come true, or
a nightmare. It all depends on the quality of the partner you select.
In a global market awash with great – and not-so-great – software development
ﬁrms, there are thousands of confusing options, risky unknowns and tepid
qualiﬁcations to sort through. Due diligence can take hundreds of hours of evaluation
to ﬁnd a top-quality partner.
Only pre-vetted, enterprise-grade software ﬁrms qualify for Accelerance’s certiﬁed
global network. Our deep industry insights come from managing the world’s broadest
portfolio of nearshoring and offshoring outsourcing partners in these key regions:

Accelerance has enterprise-grade partners in these locations:
Latin America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Mexico,
Peru, Puerto Rico, Uruguay
Central Europe: Hungary, Poland
Far Eastern Europe: Armenia, Belarus, Ukraine
The Balkans: Bosnia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia
South Asia: Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka

8,000+

3%

1%

40+

25,000+

Firms Evaluated

Qualiﬁed Partners

Certiﬁed Partners

Countries

Developers

Source: Accelerance Insights 2021

Southeast Asia: Philippines, Vietnam
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Finding the Right
Outsourcing Partner
“Aligning companies with the perfect-ﬁt global partner is
a selection process that looks at both hard and soft
elements to ensure the best balance.
There’s the quantitative side: the number of people
skilled in a particular technical stack, subject matter
expertise, certiﬁcations, price points or English ﬂuency
at a certain level.
Then there’s the qualitative side: what kind of
development environment and culture does the business
currently have? How do people collaborate? You have to
look at both perspectives to ﬁnd the best holistic match.”
-Accelerance CEO Andy Hilliard

Pete Panagakis

Rapid Referral : The Right Match in Action:
®

Chief Information
Oﬃcer

Early in his IT career, Pete Panagakis witnessed an outsourcing partnership

“Out of thousands of available partners, there are only a handful that

misﬁt when his ﬁnancial services employer offshored a web development

would align with us to guarantee the highest chance of success.”

Premium ﬁnancing solutions for
the commercial insurance industry

He has good reason to be conﬁdent in Accelerance’s network of certiﬁed

For four critical digital transformation and
service desk projects, Panagakis found
the right partner through Accelerance’s
Rapid Referral® partner matching
program. His two software outsourcing
partnerships have grown to account for
30 of his 70-person IT function.

project to a random Indian ﬁrm. The culture and collaboration mismatch
caused management headaches and impacted code and design quality.

partners, selected from 8,000+ ﬁrms worldwide through a rigorous

That project became a statistic. Nearly 70% of software development

vetting process that includes on-site visits. For three major digital

projects are challenged or fail to meet functionality, budget and deadline,

transformation projects, Panagakis hired Accelerance nearshoring

according to the Standish Group’s CHAOS Report.

partners whose culture, communications and workday schedule were a

Panagakis, now CIO of Imperial PFS of Kansas City, knows that ﬁnding the

good ﬁt with his domestic team.

right outsourcing partner is a gamble. That’s why he uses professional

Last fall, he called on Accelerance again to outsource the IPFS internal

outsourcing advisory services for risk-free partner selection. For four

service desk. With a lack of in-house resources and a tight deadline, he

projects since 2010, he’s counted on Accelerance’s proprietary matching

urgently needed an outsourcing partner with proven expertise. Within a

program, Rapid Referral®, for 100% success in identifying a perfect-ﬁt

week, Accelerance identiﬁed three potential candidates. It was a close

partner – within weeks, versus months on his own.

decision between two of the ﬁrms – a nice problem to have, he says.

Panagakis credits Accelerance’s pre-vetted global software developer

The chosen Indian partner got up to speed faster than expected, and the

He also values Accelerance’s post-

network, noting 97% of ﬁrms don’t meet the company’s rigorous standards.

performance has exceeded expectations: “They brought unexpected

selection management support:

“Many tech leaders could line up a half dozen random partners, but they

innovation to the table with RPA potential, chatbot and next-gen service

may not even make the grade for Accelerance,” he says.

desk technology.”

Premium ﬁnancing solutions
for the commercial insurance
industry

- Contracting and negotiation services
- Onboarding support for fast ramp up
- Ongoing help with issues resolution

How Rapid Referral® helped Pete
Panagakis beat the outsourcing
partnership odds:

Determined his
speciﬁc project
requirements

Assessed potential
partners against
500+ criteria

Provided three
choices that met his
exact speciﬁcations

Guided contract
negotiations and
onboarding

Learn more about Rapid
Referral® here.
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Putting Outsourcing Expertise

to Work for You

Never a Better Time for Strategic Software Outsourcing Partnerships
If 2020 showed us anything, it was that the world – and consequently
business demands – can change in a moment. Agility is critical. The
need to rapidly adapt to sudden challenges and demands is likely to
continue for the foreseeable future. Outsourcing, particularly in
software engineering, is becoming a vital tool as ﬁrms learn to
collaborate in an environment where pace, ﬂexibility, quality and cost
are more important than geographical location.

“Many companies realized that they had no option
but to become more digital more quickly if they were
to survive… Finding it diﬃcult to manage these
forced digital transitions on the ﬂy, many companies
turned to their service providers for support then and

In today’s competitive landscape, successful outsourcing is about

have been expanding their relationships with them.”

forming a strategic and innovative partnership, not simply accessing

-BCG CEO survey Q4 2020

cost-effective resources. Outsourcing ﬁrms and businesses alike must
be ready to scale up or down as required, speed up product
development, make instant alterations to pre-arranged plans, rapidly
react to new technologies and upskill their teams accordingly.

However, the macro trend – one that will outlast the pandemic crisis –
is the move to true strategic partnership with valued outsourcing ﬁrms

Outsourcing to a software development company with core

capable of engineering innovative products. For organizations with the

competency in a speciﬁc technology stack gives you immediate access

foresight to recognize this potential and the ability to build in the quality

to an existing pipeline of engineers with the skills and experience you

of governance required to manage these relationships, the world really

need. And when a project ends, or reaches a different phase, it’s much

is their oyster.

easier to decrease the team headcount with an outsourcing partner
than it is with permanent staff. Some of our clients took advantage of
this ﬂexibility last year, cutting back their offshore or nearshore teams
as they grappled with the uncertainties created by COVID-19.

Until borders reopen and it’s possible to make your own on-site
assessment, you can have conﬁdence that all the certiﬁed partners in
Accelerance’s global network have been deeply vetted, including
evaluations conducted on location by members of our senior team.
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How to
Get Started
As the premier global outsourcing authority®, Accelerance helps technology leaders to build

Thank you for your interest in our 2021
trends and rates guide.

and scale software development capabilities through top-tier development resources and
expert consulting services. Accelerance clients gain access to:

Interested in more information?
To learn more, visit our website: www.accelerance.com

The world’s largest network of premium partners: We’ve personally vetted more
than 8,000 software development ﬁrms against 500+ criteria and certiﬁed only
the top 1% across 40+ countries.

Looking for the perfect-ﬁt partner?
To get started, visit:

Our proven partner matching expertise: For more than two decades, we’ve
helped thousands of clients by identifying the perfect-ﬁt partners for

www.accelerance.com/perfect-ﬁt-outsourcing-partner-selection

outsourcing success.

Want to explore our services?
Our experienced consulting and advisory services: We provide the right level of
professional guidance that you need throughout your engagement.

To contact an advisor, visit:
www.accelerance.com/contact

Our precision approach sets us apart from do-it-yourself outsourcing or brokerage services
which can be a hit-or-miss proposition. With our global network and most knowledgeable
client advisors, we’re big enough to scale but small enough to care.
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Appendix:
Global Rates
Per Region
Summary View

Latin
America

Central &
Eastern Europe

South Asia

Southeast Asia

North America

Architect

$47 - $93

$66 - $118

$47 - $75

$35 - $59

$82 - $175

Lead Developer

$47 - $76

$58 - $88

$28 - $62

$35 - $59

$80 - $152

Senior Developer

$41 - $69

$58 - $76

$29 - $51

$34 - $59

$95 - $140

Intermediate Developer

$36 - $62

$49 - $65

$26 - $41

$24 - $49

$92 - $142

Junior Developer

$27 - $49

$47 - $53

$24 - $39

$18 - $41

$72 - $125

Business Analyst

$40 - $76

$49 - $88

$32 - $41

$24 - $49

$65 - $120

DevOps

$41 - $88

$70 - $94

$29 - $46

$24 - $59

$82 - $160

Graphic Designer

$29 - $53

$41 - $71

$26 - $41

$32 - $59

$95 - $154

Project Manager

$47 - $82

$51 - $76

$35 - $69

$35 - $61

$52 - $140

Scrum Master

$47 - $82

$46 - $76

$35 - $62

$35 - $59

$65 - $130

Junior QA (Manual)

$21 - $48

$21 - $52

$19 - $39

$14 - $41

$41 - $80

Intermediate QA (Manual)

$28 - $59

$31 - $59

$22 - $41

$18 - $49

$45 - $85

Senior QA (Manual)

$33 - $66

$40 - $72

$25 - $49

$24 - $59

$60 - $95

Junior QA (Automated)

$24 - $49

$24 - $55

$22 - $41

$18 - $41

$43 - $85

Intermediate QA (Automated)

$31 - $62

$33 - $65

$25 - $44

$24 - $49

$50 - $98

Senior QA (Automated)

$35 - $69

$41 - $76

$28 - $51

$29 - $59

$60 - $120

Source: Accelerance Analysis 2021
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Appendix: Cost Comparison of Software Development Roles across Regions
A comparison of similar roles across different regions brings
Architect

no surprises in how the regions rank regarding costs:
Far east offshoring destinations such as South and
Southeast Asia (least expensive)

Business Analyst

Nearshoring locations in Latin America
Growing destinations of Central and Eastern Europe
Onshore sources in North America (most expensive)

Project Manager

These rankings correlate to the average GDP per capita rates
in US dollars for 2020:
India $2,099 GDP per capita
Vietnam $2,777

Scrum Master

Philippines $3,000
Colombia $5,384
Brazil $6,783
Argentina $8,854
Costa Rica $11,629

Graphic Designer

Ukraine $3,653
Belarus $3,659
Poland $15,653
Hungary $16,729

Source: Accelerance Analysis 2021
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Appendix:
Cost Comparison of
Software Development
Roles across Regions
(Continued)

Source: Accelerance Analysis 2021
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Appendix:
Cost Comparison of
Software Development
Roles across Regions
(Continued)

Source: Accelerance Analysis 2021
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Our trusted advisors help clients develop and implement optimal
software outsourcing solutions through better planning, better
partner selection and better engagement management. Trust our
proven approach to reduce outsourcing risk and costs, ultimately
delivering desired business outcomes in a fraction of the time.

a

